SECTION THREE HOWIE’S COTTAGE AREA (photographs 11.6.10)

Above: Cross roads. View taken from the eastern end of the road looking back towards the site of 3
Howie’s Cottages. The NCA concrete marker is the site of 3 Howie’s cottages
The cut tree shown below is on the right of the above photograph – not shown. This tree I believe is one
shown in the cross roads area of the CDHS photograph of Howie’s Cottages. Near where John is standing in
the photograph on the left is a group of stones which may be from an old fire place? If so it may be from an
early 19th century hut?
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Below left - Wheelbarrow pile of concrete near the man hole and tree with metal hooks etc in trunk.
This would be the area referred to by Walter Sheen as about 50 yards from their house (4 Howie’s) –
the sewer miners used explosives at 12 midnight – so loud the children had to have cotton wool In their
ears to stop them from waking. Below pile of concrete near the big tree next to the man-hole. Right
– top of paint tin found on the site of 3 Howie’s Cottages

Above: Details of the tree. It has bolts and other metal pieces in the trunk.

Above left: Harriet Sheen and son Gordon standing between 3 and 4 Howie’s Cottages circa 1924.
Gordon was three weeks old when the family moved into their Howie’s Cottage in January 1923. The
photograph on the right shows Des (left) and Gordon Sheen sitting on the steps of their cottage. Both
boys served in WW 2 – Gordon in New Guinea and Des in England in the RAF. He fought in the battle of
Britain and was awarded the DFC and Bar.
The photograph on right below is taken looking up to Forster Crescent from the site of are of the
Married quarters’ Recreation Hall. The bottom photograph left shows the rocks around wattle tree
recreation hall. Nearby above the hall is a dump that was probably used for rubbish from Hall. Bottom
right – the dump.

Above: Details of glass near the dump. Some has turned deep purple which dates is circa pre-1916.
Below is a later bottle probably dumped by the men coming home over the hill from the Hotel
Canberra to Westlake cottage. The dates of a number of these bottles is from 1955-1966. Six o’clock
closing was still law.

Above Right and following photographs: Area above Howie’s Cottages – sites of lavatories and other
evidence of human occupation. Below: Brick paver of the type used in the construction of Hotel
Canberra and Provisional Parliament House.

The walk continued along the top of the hill towards the big creek (in area of Block 4, Section 128
Stirling Park Yarralumla) and thence back east along the old road to the site of 3 Howie’s cottages
where there was a dump where an ice-cream plastic container of burnt nails etc were found. The
bottom photograph next page is looking back to the creek before walking east along it.

Above: the dump on the site of 3 Howie’s cottages. The hedge is off to the left.

Above: Standing on the site of No 3 looking down to road – hedge on left & photograph on right
general area of site of No 3. Below left the site of No 3 off to right. Old road left of photograph. Right
– the road. Note the big stump on the left of photograph.

